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Tricoloured Blockchain
seven companies
collect eight million
19 February 2018

MONACO GROWTH FORUMS SETS ITS SIGHTS ON MILAN
FOR THE FIRST TIME PARTICULARLY AFTER CASTA DIVA
ACQUIRES 51 PER CENT OF THE COMPANY Milan Eight
million euro is the funding that a hundred institutional investors,
from 15 countries, have brought to the table to encourage the
rebirth of 7 innovative companies operating in the articulated
world of the blockchain. It is the result of the 13th edition of
Monaco Growth Forums (Mgf), the two-day international event
dedicated to electronic currencies (BitCoin and similar), which
takes the name of the company which organises it. It is the first
time that Mgf has decided to set its sights on Milan, but it was
not a random choice: the decision comes after the acquisition of
the majority (51%) of the company, founded and led by Andrea
Porcelli, by Casta Diva Group, an Italian multinational company
operating in the communication sector for the production of
branded contents, viral videos, digital contents, films and live
music entertainment over 4 continents with offices in 14 cities.
Casta Diva, of which Andrea de Micheli is CEO and Luca Oddo
chairman, is one of the companies which has received a part of
the investments. The other companies are: Swarm Fund, the
blockchain for private equity which is laying the foundation for
future investment economy using an artificial neural network.
HydroMiner, a company that uses hydropower to extract crypto

currencies efficiently and with high profits. Osa Hybrid Platform
which offers new ways to ensure optimal shelf supplies for
retailers. By using artificial intelligence-based technology, Osa
is able to track inventory movement.
The last two companies are: Divi Project, which offers a solution
to accelerate the use of blockchain technology. And CoinBoost,
which offers a token (portable electronic device) that will offer
investors a budget and a quality control of the relationships with
investors and marketing services selected by their 2 ICO
companies. (v.d.c.) Above Andrea De Micheli CEO of Casta
Diva Group

